Love: Designing, drawing, visualizing, doodling
Need: Art, LEGO, video, movies, slides, imagination games, mazes, puzzles, illustrated books, trips to art museums

Love: Singing, whistling, humming, tapping feet & hands, listening
Need: Sing-alongs, trips to concerts, music playing at home & school, musical instruments

Love: Experimenting, questioning, figuring out puzzles, calculating
Need: Things to explore and think about, science materials, trips to the planetarium & science museum

Love: Dancing, running, jumping, building, touching, gesturing
Need: Role play, drama, movement, things to build, sports & physical games, tactile, experiences, hands-on learning

Love: Setting goals, meditating, dreaming, being quiet
Need: Secret places, time alone, self-paced projects, choices

Love: Reading, writing, telling stories, playing word games
Need: Books, tapes, writing tools, paper diaries, dialogues, discussion, debate stories

Love: Reading, organizing, relating, manipulating, mediating
Need: Friends, group games, social gatherings, community events, clubs, mentors/apprenticeships

Love: Nature, gardening, change of seasons, pets/animals
Need: Hiking, windows, time outside, camping, learning about the environment

Multiple Intelligence Wheel